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ABSTRACT
Lingual fleshpoint positions and formant

frequencies were measured at phonation
onset in repetitions of the word row from
an X-ray microbeam database including
55 normal speakers of American English.
These data were used to develop a
quantitative description of interspeaker
variation in tongue "shape" for /r/, and to
determine whether shape variations were
acoustically significant, and/or related to
gender and variation in selected measures
of oral cavity size and shape.

INTRODUCTION
The x-ray microbeam (XRMB)

technique is one of several contemporary
methods for studying speech movement.
The technique uses a narrow, high-energy
x-ray beam (0.4 mm in diameter),
controlled by computer, to track the real
time motions of small gold pellets (2-3
mm diameter) glued to a speaker's head,
lips, tongue, and lower jaw. Thus, the
XRMB provides a point-parameterized
view of speech movement [I], expressed
in terms of the time-varying, digitally-
sampled positions of discrete articulatory
landmarks and fieshpoints.

The XRMB technique is not new. It
has. been available (albeit on a limited
basrs) ”for roughly 20 years, originally at
the University of Tokyo where it was first
implemented by members of the Research
Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics
[2], and more recently, at the XRMB
facrlity of the University of Wisconsin
(UW) at Madison. The technique was
developed as an alternative to high-speed
flood-field cineradiography, and has three
Significant advantages relative to that
method, yielding more accurate data'
involving significantly less exposure td
ionizmg radiation; and, imposing smaller

data reduction burdens on the part of those
who hope to analyze the information. A
natural benefit is that it is now possible to
collect and analyze data sets spanning
many more speakers and task
performances than were feasible using
older methods. This "new" development,
which we are just beginning to exploit, is
important because many physical details
of speech production behavior are variable
within and across speakers.
Generalizations about speech movement,
for use in fields such as speech pathology,
must be based on samples of speakers and
tasks broad enough to reliably reflect the
distribution of normal behaviors.
Otherwise, there can be no good basis for
distinguishing common, ordinary
movements made by ordinary speakers,
from those that are uncommon and
extraordinary.

Over the past five years, a large-scale,
freely-available speech production
database has been developed at the UW
XRMB facility. This database
incorporates representations of lingual,
labial, and mandibular movements,
recorded in association with the sound
pressure wave, for more than 50 normal,
young adult speakers of American
English, for a rich set of utterances and
oral motor tasks, and lengthy recording
interval (ca. 18 minutes/speaker). The
large 'number of speakers makes this
material especially well-suited for
analyses of inter-speaker variation in
articulatory kinematics.

We have selected a subset of materials
from this database to examine production
behavior for American English /r/. This
sound is interesting and problematic from
several points of view. From the acoustic
theory of speech production [3], we know
that the distinctively low third formant of
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/r/ can be approximated by vocal tract

constrictions in three regions along the

vocal tract length. This fact may be

related to the kinds and frequency of

misaiticulations and substitutions that

American children make for the sound,

and also related to their tendency to

master its production late in acquisition

[4]. The sound /r/ is also unusual in the

kind and degree of variation across major

dialects of American English. Moreover,

foreign speakers learning the language

often find the American /r/ hard to say,

and/or hear [5].
Some or all of these facts may be

connected -- though precisely how is hard

to say -- to an observation made by

linguists for many years [6], to the effect

that at least two distinct articulatory

varieties of /r/ appear to exist, side by side.

One broad type is the so—called retro/[ex

variety, during which the tongue tip and

blade are lifted, and the apex is curled

backward in the mouth. The other is the

bunched variety, where the apex and blade

are held low while the front and dorsum of

the tongue are elevated. In both varieties,

speakers presumably attempt to achieve

the same end, forming a primary oral

constriction in the mid-palatal region.

From a production point of view, /r/ is

then interesting because there are different

places along the vocal tract where its

constriction can be formed, and for one of

these places, different ways that the

constriction can be formed.

Together, a handful of qualitative,

descriptive studies [7-10] have addressed

the basic accuracy of the retrofiex-

bunched distinction; and, only one of

these, the remarkable study of Delattre and

Freeman [7] of almost 30 years ago,

attempted to describe variation in /r/

productions across a large speaker and

task sample. We have set out to revisit

the topic of /r/ production variability,

among a speaker sample somewhat larger

than that ofDelattre and Freeman, and in

so doing, address three specific goals. The

first is to develop a quantitative

description of variation in tongue posture

or "shape" at an acoustically-defined r-

moment in isolated examples of the word
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row produced by each speaker in the
sample. The second goal is to determine
whether variation across speakers in
tongue shape, at a specific r-moment,
might be related to variation in formant

frequencies at (about) the same moment.

And, the third goal is to determine

whether the /r/ shapes assumed by
speakers' tongues in row are related to
gender, and/or to selected measures of

oral cavity size and shape.

METHODS
The XRMB speech production database

[11] incorporates material from 57 normal,

native speakers of American English.

Fifty-five (55) of these, 30 females and 25

males, are represented in our analysis of

M. For this sub-sample, the median age

was 21.0 years, with ages ranging between

18.3—37.0 years. For dialect purposes,

29/55 could be considered residents of

Wisconsin, while 17 of the remaining 26

were residents of seven neighboring mid-

westem states of Minnesota, Illinois,

Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, and

Ohio. Dialect homes of the remaining

nine speakers were distributed across the

US, from Massachusetts (1) to California

(2).
Kinematic data recorded from each

speaker represent the time-varying, mid-

sagittally—projected positions of a set of

articulator pellets. For 53/55 speakers,

four such pellets were arrayed along the

tongue midline. One of these (labelled

T1) was always placed in the vicinity of

the tongue blade, about 1 cm behind the

apex of the extended tongue; a second

(labelled T4) always placed in the vicinity

of the tongue dorsum, about 6 cm behind

the apex; and, two others (labelled T2 and

T3) positioned to divide the interval

between T1 and T4 into two roughly equal

segments. For 2/55 speakers, only three

tongue pellets were available. Other

articulator pellets were attached to each

speaker's mandible, and upper and lower

1i 5.
pPellet-position data were expressed

within a rectangular, anatomically—defined

coordinate system [12]. The x-axis of the

system corresponded to the intersection of
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each speaker's midsagittal and maxillary

occlusal planes. The y-axis was normal

to the maxillary occlusal plane (MaxOP),

and passed through a local origin at the

point where the central maxillary incisors

intersected that plane. Thus, up in this

coordinate system points toward the top of

the head along lines perpendicular to the

MaxOP; andforward, toward the front of
the face along lines parallel to the MaxOP,
for each speaker.

Tongue shape measurements for /r/
Pellet positions were tracked at rates

ranging between 40-160 times per second,
as each speaker read through a list of
records containing verbal and oral motor
tasks. A subset of five records contained
isolated instances of the word row,
separated in time from different words in
the same record, by 0.5-1.0 second. The
moment of phonation onset was marked
from oscillograrns of the acoustic wave
recorded during each instance of row,
articulated by each speaker. Coordinates
of all midline tongue pellets were
extracted at the time of this event. These
coordinates suggest the shape of the
tongue at this discrete r-moment, and are
the focus of our analyses.

In qualitative terms, most speakers
prepare to say the /r/ of isolated row by
drawing some forward part of the tongue
up in the mouth, toward the palate,
reaching an extreme local configuration
some 50-100 ms before phonation onset.
Speakers hold this posture for 50 ms or so
beyond phonation onset, and then move
the tongue rapidly downward, away from
the palate, and variably forward or
rearward, depending upon speaker and
par-tuft):l th: tongue, toward a configuration
sur e or the mid-back 'coda /o“/. , diphthongal

Sampledata from two speakers are
shown in Figure 1. Shapes of the midline
tongue contours at phonation onset for /r/
(computed across 4-5 repetitions of the
word) are suggested by the average
locations of pellets T1-4, connected by
solid lines. Ensemble average pellet
trajectories are also shown These indicate
paths traced by all four pellets during the
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interval spanning (-100,+500)ms relative
to phonation onset. The pellet locations
and trajectories are bounded above by
piecewise continuous outlines of each
speaker's palatal vault.
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Figure 1. Above: Oscillogram of one
subject's utterance of "row, " and tongue
contour at /r/ onset (marked by vertical
line in the oscillogram). Below: Another
subject's contrasting tongue contour.

Eight coordinates of four pellets
provide a sense of tongue shape that is not
very tractable. This is so partly because
the number of values is high. A simpler
expression of these data that reduces their
dimensionality, and has the added
advantage of emphasizing only tongue
shape (and excluding tongue position) for
each speaker, has the form of an ordered
triple of angles, representing the
orientation of straight lines drawn to
connect positions of adjacent pairs of
pellets. In our data, we designated the
orientations of lines connecting 9911‘:t
pans {61.12),(1‘2.T3),(13,T4)} as angles
(1,2,3), respectively. Angle triples (in
degrees) for speakers 39 and 45, shown in
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Figure l, were (-49,-5,32) and (28,56,50),

respectively.

Acoustic measurements

Forrnant frequencies were measured

from the digitized acoustic waveform,

originally sampled at 21.74kHz. LPC and

FFT spectra were generated using

CSPEECH [13], for an analysis window

20 ms wide, centered at +20 ms with

respect to phonation onset, for each token

of row produced by each speaker.

Estimates of formant frequencies from

LPC analysis for each token were verified

against wide-band spectrograms and

corresponding FFT spectra. Bandwidths

for spectrograms were 300Hz and 500112,

for male and female speakers respectively,

and the dynamic range was set to 72dB.

The number of coefficients for LPC

analysis was typically higher than the

customary 24, and ranged between 30—40.

The higher number of coefficients made

certain formant identifications easier, and

enhanced our ability to distinguish close

second and third forrnants. Final acoustic

measurements for each speaker

represented mean formant values

calculated across row repetitions.

Oral cavity size and shape

Three indices of oral cavity size and

shape were derived from caliper

measurements of stone models of each

speaker's maxillary dental arch and palatal

vault. These indices included mid-sagittal

height of the palatal vault (palht), above

MaxOP, measured 35 nun posterior to the

central maxillary incisors; width of the

maxillary arch (m2wid), measured

between distal—buccal cusp tips of the

second maxillary molars; and, distance

rearward from the central maxillary

incisors of the straight line connecting

distal-buccal cusp tips of the second

maxillary molars (mZap), measured along

a line parallel to MaxOP. A fourth index

of cavity size -- distance from the central

maxillary incisors rearward to the mid-

sagittal outline of the posterior pharyngeal

wall (phap), also measured along MaxOP

-- was determined from a calibrated,

sagittal-plane x—ray scan of each speaker's
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oral cavity.

Statistical methods

Several exploratory statistical

techniques were used to gain insight into

data collected for this study. All analyses

were performed using S-Plus [14] or SAS

[15]. The techniques included hierarchial

clustering [16], to find transformations of

the original pellet position data that

captured intuitive shape information;

principal component analysis, to

determine the character and explanatory

strength of various speaker-by-measure

matrices; and canonical correlation [17]

and linear regression of ranks, to search

for associations between groups of

measurements (e.g., between speaker-by-

formant—frequency and speaker—by-tongue-

shape matrices). The philosophy

underlying data analysis was to capture

and describe the extent and nature of

variation among measurements of

speakers and their articulations, in few

terms, without greatly sacrificing

interpretability.

Hierarchial clustering, which creates a

hierarchy of groups from multi-

dimensional data, played a central role in

our attempts to describe and understand

the pellet-position data. The result of an

analysis of this type proceeds from one

extreme where every individual is a group

of one, to an opposite state in which all

individuals form a single group. At each

level within trees generated from such

analyses, two groups which were closest

together in terms of Euclidian distance

were combined.

Statistical methods for choosing the

"right" number of groups from data arrays

do exist, but the methods are not robust.

Moreover, they require two assumptions

that we were unwilling to make. The first

is that some underlying number of

groups is already known to exist in the

data. The second is that the data in each

group follow some pre-specified

distribution (e.g., multivariate normal).

We chose not to look for some "right"

number of clusters in our data, but to use

entire hierarchical clustering trees to

decide whether multivariate inputs to the
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procedure (cg. various translomrations of
the eight original pellet coordinates)
captured shape inlornnrtion that was
intuitively salient.

RESULTS

'I'nngue shape
lireh speaker made essentially the same

lingual gesture during /r/. achieving the
same general tongue shape at phonation
onset. each time they repeated the word
row. When we view the entire set of
(m er'age) tongue shapes achieved by all
speakers. we can readily point out some
that look hunched ($39 in Figure l). and
others that look rung/lever! ($45 in Figure
I). But. we also see shapes for some
speakers that rue not easily matched to
these conventional descriptive labels.
1“ o of these that are fairly easy to
cluntcterize are the tongue shapes that are
relatively fin; and. those that are
noticeably "tilted" (retrotlexed'?) but also
someohat convex (btuiched'P). Broadlv. to
the e_\ e. these two shapes seem to be
intermediate between those we might
categonx as retrofittmt' and bunched. find
then-tore suggest a partition of the data
into more than the two simple categories
pn‘moted by ehrxsieal phonetic accounts
“comer. deciding how many categories
there might te. and \xliether thev
correspond to the three suggested by
lie-1:11;“ $0]: or the six suggested by

t. at Fuenwt H. or any other
reportable number (strialler than the
speaker seunple six“. is difficult. Bv
cw. we can find speaker subsets anion st
which nittghly the same shape is sehimid,
though at the wire time. it also seem on em schiewtivelvide dried ~ms
sworn-gs, ase rider ‘ uh: ~ ‘ ‘ wh-
mecsg'.) ext-lest): ‘ mm: or
~r‘ Male: chrome parfitiotrx for a number

htxjc‘i‘m“ N ‘1‘? “is“K .. “were obmned from
:mcesel chxer andysis. ileum-u
:x‘ {aware of each such annivsis was
3'53 'WAVF: wi'fi‘mti)‘. so thsi bv evefirms: mm by L‘e mix-sis mi m'té: “mm..3":-: ~~ 5“
henna“; ere-i»: llzgll:film of
”its in: “as sesame to the “35“.;
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data were expressed. For
different clusters, different nuriibililspfl
major shape types, and different principal
drmensrons in the data were obtained
from analyses on (1) the original Speaker.
by-coordrnates array; (2) a similar
speaker-mean-centered array (that
removed tongue position from the original
data); (3) a speaker-by-coefficients array
(where the coefficients represented
parameters of least-squares quadratic fits
to the original coordinates); and, (4) the
speaker-by-angles array that we finally
found to be most useful. In part we
selected the angle expression of, our
ongrnal data because hierarchical
clustering of the data array yielded
groupings of speakers by tongue shapes
that were intuitively satisfying. In Figure
2, we use scatterplots of tongue shapes to
illustrate groups found from "angle" data
We have chosen to plot four groups
because these give a visually pleasing
result However, we do not mean to imply
that four is the "correct" number of
groups.

s" f f
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Figure 2. Scarrerplots of tongue shapes
showing flmr groups based on segment
angles.

An angle expression of our data is also
useful tecause it is easy to interpret in a
way that directly suggests information
about tongue share. Speakers “ith
negame first angles were those with 8
blade pellet (T1) that was lower in the
mouth than the trout-most intermediate
pellet T2. Conversely. speakers with I
posrtxve rim angle were those with thctongue blade (.md rr getter) higherinthe
numb. Wye Mq. than the portion of
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the tongue represented by the T2 pellet.

The second angle was positive for

speakers with strongly "tipped"

(retroflexed?) tongues, and negative or

near zero for those with more convex

(bunched?) shapes. The third angle was

positive for most speakers, indicating a

dorsal pellet (T4) that was lower in the

mouth (relative to MaxOP) than all other

lingual pellets. The only speakers for

whom angle three was not strongly

positive were those with relatively flat

tongue shapes.
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Figure 3. Tongue shapes plotted on an

approximate principal component plane.

The first two principal components

from an analysis of the speakers-by—angles

data array explained 95% of the

variability. This fact allows us to display

tongue shape information, expressed in

terms of angles, in two dimensions

without a major loss of information. The

first principal component was dominated

by the first angle (defined by T1 and T2

pellet positions), while the second

principal component was dominated by

the sum of the second and third angles.

The distribution of speakers' tongue

shapes, expressed in terms of angles and

plotted in the plane defined by these two

approximate principal components, is

illustrated in Figure 3. The approximate

principal components are more easily

interpreted than the actual components

defined in analysis, and still explain 89%

of the variability across speakers. Male

and female speakers are distinguished by

filled and open squares. Categories of

four high-level shapes uncovered by

hierarchical clustering are coded by letter,
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and two-sigma ellipses are drawn about

coordinates of each category's centroid.

Perhaps the simplest lesson that Figure 3

teaches is that the range of tongue postures

for /r/, viewed in this way, is more nearly

continuous than categorical across

speakers, along either approximate

principal component dimension. Simply

put, this expression of our data seems to

argue against discrete types of tongue

shapes for /r/.

Formant frequencies

Table 1. Mean formant frequencies (in

Hz) for male and female speakers.

Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Male Female

F1 326 (39) 358 (45)

F2 882 (90) 1092 (122)

F3 1378 (121) 1792 (201)

Expected differences were found

between formant frequencies for male and

female talkers. Average frequencies for

F1 and F2 agreed well with comparable

data from normal geriatric speakers[18].

Interestingly, no significant association

was found between speaker-by-tongue-

shape and speaker-by-(log-transformed)—

formant—frequency arrays. Thus, it appears

that the very large differences across

speakers in tongue shape at phonation

onset in row do not seem to be

accompanied by statistically reliable

differences formant frequencies.

Oral cavity size

Table 2. Mean measures oforal cavity size

(in mm), for males andfemales. Standard

deviations are in parentheses.

Male Female

palht 22.4 (2.2) 18.7 (2.2)

m2wid 60.3 (4.7) 57.0 (3.1)

mZap 43.7 (3.1) 41.5 (3.8)

phap 80.2 (5.0) 77.7 (4.1)
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On average, males were slightly larger

than females for all measures of oral

cavity size. Male palates (palht) were

about 3mm taller, and male maxillary

arches at the second molar tooth (m2wia')

were about 3 mm wider. Gender and oral
cavity size are therefore confounded
variables across our speaker sample.
Across all speakers, the highest palatal
vault was about 26 mm, while the

shallowest was only 14 mm. The widest
arch was 68 mm, while the narrowest was

only 48 mm.
The only statistically significant

relationship between our speaker-by-angle
characterization of tongue shape for /r/,
and measures of oral cavity size and
shape, and gender, was between the first

angle and gender. This effect is suggested
in Figure 3, in which females, as a class,

seem to have more negative first angles
than do males. However, this effect was
not strong. Gender explained only a small
proportion of the variability in the first
angle across speakers (r2 = 0.13).
Moreover, the association between the
first angle (defined primarily by relative
height of the tongue blade), and gender,
has not been found in preliminary analyses
of tongue shapes for /r/ in the words street
problem, right, and across. ’

DISCUSSION
'How many kinds of tongue shapes

exist for /r/ in American English? This
Simple question, asked by others before
us, presumes that data should segregate
into a number of discrete articulatory
categories. However, our data seem to
argue against such an assumption. No
matter what visual and numeric tricks we
have tried, the data summarized in this
rdiiport do not seem to distribute well into

screte categories. It is robabl clo
the truth that there is a coliitinuods ran-cg: (ti;~
acceptable/possible tongue shapes for /r/.
Speakers must achieve an acoustic result
their listeners will accept as /r/. Precisely
how that result is obtained, using the
tongue and lips to constrict the vocal tract
tube near either end, and/or near its
middle, may be physiologically important
to indiv1duals, but not in a way that forces
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different speakers to achieve an invariant
articulatory result. This is not a new idea,
though tongue shape data for /r/, collected
across many speakers, illustrate the idea
perhaps more vividly than other data
types.

The opportunity to examine data from
many speakers is a main benefit of the
XRMB method and database. Such an
opportunity is necessary if we hope to
know the distribution of tongue shapes
for /r/ that exist in American English.
This information is theoretically
interesting, and may also have some
practical benefit for speech therapy.
Speakers who do not produce acceptable
variants of /r/ are coached by therapists to
achieve better results through instructions
expressed in articulatory terms:
instructions to shape the tongue in some
particular way, and/or to place the tongue
in some specific location. Speakers who
are informed of the range of known and
possible articulatory options may then
choose some optimal variant.
. The fact that variation across speakers
in tongue shapes and formant frequencies
at the same r-moment in row are not well
related is superficially surprising.
Differences between some speakers'
tongue shapes, for the moment we have
exammed, are extreme. However, we can
excuse the lack of relationship in view of
standard acoustic theory [3]. The shape of
the radiated spectrum depends heavily
upon the vocal u'act area function, and the
area function itself is only partly
determined by tongue shape within the
oral cavity. The degree and locations of
all constrictions along the vocal tract
length. define the area function. For M,
constrictions in the pharynx, and at the
lips, may be especially important. In our
data, the former is inaccessible. The latter
is somewhat less so, though the
information available, given by positions
of pellets on the lips, is difficult to
interpret. Even the information we have
for the oral portion of the tongue is less
complete than we might like. Of course,
the position of the apex is lost from our
data and this loss may be a special
problem for any attempt to understand the
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articulation of /r/. We also have only a

coarse outline of the tongue, defined by

fleshpoints locations in the vicinity of the

blade and dorsum, and two points in

between. In principle, we might still

expect some relationship between

articulation and the acoustics of /r/, though

for our data, we also have many reasons to

reject that expectation.

The fact that variation across speakers

in tongue shapes for /r/, and size and shape

of the oral cavity, were not strongly

related is also something of a surprise.

We ofien assume that how speakers move

when they speak depends partly upon how

they are built. Our data for /r/ productions

seem to show that this is not true, though

it important again to emphasize the coarse

nature of postural and size data. Certainly

from our data, we cannot yet suggest why

speakers choose the shapes they do for /r/.
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